SHORT COMMUNICATION

Clinical approach of perfusionweighted imaging
Perfusion is one of the most important parameters affected on the diagnosis, treatment planning, and disease response to therapy.
There are some discriminative kinds of perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) such as dynamic susceptibility contrast PWI, semiquantitative
dynamic contrast-enhanced PWI, quantitative dynamic contrast-enhanced PWI, dynamic glucose-enhanced PWI, arterial spin labelling
and amide proton transfer. In this short communication, we aimed to introduce clinical approach of these PWI types.
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Introduction
Perfusion, one of the most crucial physiologic
and pathophysiologic features of tissue, can be
investigated non-invasively and non-ionzingly
by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1-5].
Currently, we have some different perfusionweighted imaging (PWI) sequences to achieve
perfusion-related parameters using external
tracer such as gadolinium-based contrast agent
(GBCE) or substances and internal tracer such
as blood or water molecule. In practice, we
have two groups of PWI: group A with contrast
enhancement: (1) dynamic susceptibility contrast
(DSC) PWI; (2) semiquantitative dynamic
contrast-enhanced (DCE) PWI; (3) quantitative
dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) PWI; and
(4) dynamic glucose-enhanced (DGE) PWI
and group B without contrast enhancement:
(1) arterial spin labelling (ASL) and (2) amide
proton transfer (APT) [1-5]. In this short
communication, we aimed to introduce clinical
approach of these PWI applications.

Group A
DSC PWI
DSC PWI might be utilized in estimating
not only the microvessel area (MVA) but also
4 important parameters of lesion included
cerebral blood volume (CBV), cerebral blood
flow (CBF), mean time transit (MTT) and time
to peak (TTP) derived from multidynamic T2*weighted gradient recalled echo sequence as seen
in figure 1 [1-6].
y CBV was defined as milliliters of blood
per 100 g of brain tissue (mL/100g/
min).
y CBF was defined as milliliters of blood
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per minute per 100 g of brain tissue
(mL/100g/min).
y MTT was equal to CBV/CBF (sec).
y TTP was the duration from the 0 second
to the peak of enhancement (sec).
DSC PWI was predominantly applied in
assessment of stroke or even brain tumor [1-6].
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Semiquantitative DCE PWI was simpler
than quantitative DCE PWI by utilizing
single multidynamic T1-weighted sequence
with GBCE. Semi-quantitative DCE PWI
was exploited to achieve parameters relative
enhancement, maximal enhancement, maximal
relative enhancement, T0, time to peak, wash-in
rate, wash-out rate, brevity of enhancement and
area under the curve as seen in Figure 2 [7-9].
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y Relative enhancement was defined as
difference signal intensity of a pixel over
all dynamics relative to same pixel in
reference dynamic (%).
y Maximum enhancement was defined
as difference maximum signal intensity
of a pixel over all dynamics and signal
intensity of same pixel in reference
dynamic.
y Relative maximum enhancement was
defined as maximum signal intensity of
a pixel over all dynamics relative to same
pixel in reference dynamic, 0% indicates
the same signal intensity as that in the
reference dynamic (%).
y T0 was defined as the baseline duration
of curve (sec).
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Figure 1. Axial DSC PWI image shows infarction in the left occipital lobe (white arrow) with the
reduction of CBV and CBF but the augmentation of MTT and TTP in comparison with the reference.

Figure 2. Axial semi quantitative PWI image shows glioblastoma multiform in the left parietal
lobe (white arrow) with the significantly stronger perfusion parameters in comparison with the
reference.
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y Time to peak was the duration from the
0 second to peak of enhancement (sec).
y Wash-in rate was defined as maximum
slope between the time at which the
signal intensity increases at least 20%
compared with the reference dynamic
and the time of peak enhancement
(sec-1).
y Wash-out rate was defined as maximum
of absolute value of slope between time
of peak and the end of dynamic (sec-1).
y Brevity of enhancement was defined as
the stability of the time signal intensity
curve.
y Area under the curve was defined as the
area under tissue concentration time
curve ultil a stipulated time point that
includes a major portion of the tissue’s
response.
Semi-quantitative
DCE
PWI
was
predominantly applied in perfusion assessment
of breast tumor (FIGURE 3), liver tumor
(FIGURE 4), bone tumor (FIGURE 5), prostate
tumor and brain tumor [1-9].
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Quantitative DCE PWI
Quantitative DCE PWI involves the
calculation of perfusion parameters from a timesignal intensity curve on the basis of T1 mapping
of pre- and post-contrast images. Quantitative
DCE PWI was launched to obtain 4 parameters:
Ktrans, Kep, Ve, and Vp as seen in Figure 6.
y Ktrans was defined as volume transfer
constant (10-3/min).
y Kep was defined as reverse reflux rate
constant (10-3/min).
y Ve was defined as volume fraction of
extravascular extracellular space (10-3).
y Vp was defined as volume fraction of
plasma (10-3).
Quantitative DCE PWI was principally used in
assessment of tumor’s permeability such as breast
tumor (FIGURE 7), prostate tumor (FIGURE
8) and brain tumor (FIGURE 9) [1-5].

DGE PWI
DGE PWI was utilized to investigate the
brain tumor’s consumption of unlabelled
deoxyglucose (D-glucose). Recently, there
are some studies on 7-Tesla MRI revealed the

Figure 3. Axial semi quantitative PWI image shows invasive ductal carcinoma in the left breast (white
arrow) with the significantly stronger perfusion parameters in comparison with the reference.
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Figure 4. Axial semi quantitative PWI image shows the small hepatocellular carcinoma (white arrow)
with the significantly strong perfusion and wash-out curve in comparison with the reference.

Figure 5. Axial semi quantitative PWI image shows the malignant fracture (white arrow) with the
significantly stronger perfusion parameters in comparison with the reference.

potential of this technique in assessment of brain
tumor especially glioblastoma multiform as seen
in FIGURE 10 [10,11]. In contrast to GBCE,
which is limited in the vascular and extracellular
extravascular spaces, D-glucose is further
transported into the intracellular space. Hence,
DGE PWI produces more information on not
solely tumor perfusion but also intracellular
glucose consumption [10,11].
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Group B

ASL

ASL is a perfusion method which does not
necessitate GBCE as seen in FIGURE 11. ASL
utilizes the label arterial blood water proton
capability as internal contrast-enhanced tracer.
CBF was the important parameter arisen from this
sequence [12,13]. There are some different kinds
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Figure 6. Axial quantitative PWI with gadoxetic acid image shows the hepatocellular adenoma (white
arrow) with the same permeability as the reference.

Figure 7. Axial quantitative PWI image shows the small ductal carcinoma in the right breast (white
arrow) with the significantly stronger permeability in comparison with the reference.
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Figure 8. Axial quantitative PWI image shows the prostate carcinoma in the right peripheral zone
(white arrow) with the significantly strong permeability.

Figure 9. Axial quantitative PWI image shows the glioblastoma multiform in the left parietal lobe
(white arrow) with the significantly strong permeability.
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Figure 10. Accelerated and quantitative T1ρ-weighted dynamic glucose enhanced MRI applied in the
study of a patient with a glioblastoma at B0=7T. (A) T2-weighted image acquired at 7T, (B) gadoliniumenhanced T1-weighted (GdCE-T1w) image acquired at 3T, (C) fusion of the GdCE-T1w image and the T1ρweighted dynamic glucose enhancement (DGEρ) obtained at t=588 s. (D) Unsmoothed DGEρ time curves
with a temporal resolution of less than 7 sec in a tumor-ROI selected on DGEρ (ROI#1), a second tumor-ROI
selected on the GdCE-T1w image (ROI#2), and a ROI in normal appearing white matter (ROI #3). The error is
given by the standard deviation of 5 consecutive data points and the ROIs are marked in the GdCE-T1w and
DGEρ image shown in the top left corner. Increasing DGEρ values are obtained in both tumor-ROIs after the
end of the glucose injection. The red arrow marks an abrupt signal drop induced by patient motion. (e–i)
DGEρ images (average of 5 consecutive images) at different time points after glucose injection.
Note: the hyperintense region at the bottom of the tumor area (black arrow; (G)), which is not visible in the
GdCE-T1w image (B). Figure courtesy of Schuenke et al. [10].

of ASL rested on the magnetic labelling procedure:
y Pulsed ASL (PASL) utilizes short (5–20
ms) radio-frequency (RF) pulses to invert
a thick slab of spins in the tagging plane
proximal to the imaging region [14].
y Continuous ASL (CASL) uses long and
continuous RF pulses (1-2 sec) along
with a constant gradient field to induce
a flow-driven adiabatic inversion in a
narrow plane of spins, usually just below
the imaging plane [15,16].
y Pseudocontinuous ASL (PCASL) uses a
train of discrete RF pulses in conjunction

with a synchronous gradient field to
mimic a flow-driven adiabatic inversion
seen in CASL without the special
hardware [17].
y Velocity-Selective
ASL
(VSASL)
saturates the blood that is moving at a
faster velocity than the specified cut-off
value to achieve perfusion contrast [18].
The main idea in ASL is to obtain a labelled
image and a control image, in which the static
tissue signals are identical but the magnetisation
of the inflowing blood is dissimilar. The water
molecules in the arterial blood are magnetically
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Figure 11. Axial PCASL image shows the infarction in the left parietal lobe (white arrow) with the
absence of labeled water protons.

labelled by using a RF pulse that saturates
water protons. Subtraction between labelled
and control images eliminate the static signals
and the remaining signals are linear measures
to the perfusion, which is corresponding to the
Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF).
ASL can be indicated in assessment
of
cerebrovascular
stroke,
vascular
malformation,
encephalitis,
migraineassociated, hyperperfusion, hypoperfusion,
dementia, migraine, infectious etiologies,
physiologic quantification, posterior reversible
encephalopathy syndrome, cognitive disorders,
pediatric
patients,
immunocompromised
patients, patients with GBCE allergy and
impaired renal function patients [12,13].

APT
APT is a new MRI technique not used GBCE
which detects endogenous mobile proteins and
peptides in biotissues. The low-concentration
proteins are labelled by saturating their
interchangeable protons such as hydroxyl, amine,
and amide through selective RF irradiation at
their specific resonance frequency, and then
the labelled protons are transferred to the bulk
water via chemical exchange at an exchange
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rate. The solute protons are always at a very
low concentration and hard to identify directly
using standard MR protocols. Nonetheless, after
a certain time of continuous transfer, this effect
alleviates the MRI signal and the protons are
discovered indirectly through the attenuation of
the water signal [19,20].
Previous studies manifested that APT MRI is
sensitive to changes in cellular pH and protein
concentration related to cell proliferation.
Therefore, the APT signal strength indirectly
reflects the malignant tumor grade. Tumor
grade and APT signal have been noticed to
be generally positively correlated: high-grade
tumors are tendency to manifest a high APT
contrast as seen in FIGURE 12. Some studies
differentiating tumor grades with APT signal
in glioma suggest that APT can support tumor
grading and separating high-grade from lowgrade [21-23].

Advantage and disadvantage
The greatest advantage of PWI is the value
of quantitative parameters derived from the
sequences reflected the perfusion, permeability
and vascularity of tissues compared to
conventional contrast-enhanced T1W. In
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Figure 12. Axial quantitative PWI image shows the glioblastoma multiform in the left occipital lobe
(A) T1-weighted image; (B) T2-weighted image; (C) Post-gadolinium T1-weighted image; (D) APT map
(E) Algorithm of perfusion weighted imaging techniques.

addition, PWI is also the most robust technique
in recommending the malignant or benign risk
of tumor, monitoring the response of tumor
to chemotherapy, radiation, and assessing the
recurrent of disease. Nonetheless, PWI is needed
to exploit the appropriate dynamic sequences
and corresponding computer-aided program
to investigate in comparison with simple
contrast-enhanced T1W. Currently, novel and
innovative PWI sequences and analysis software
were achieved in order that the clinicians can
economize time and cost. In terms of research on
the physiological and biological characteristics of
tissue, PWI is more predominant and academic
than simple contrast-enhanced T1W [1-5].

Conclusion
PWI is one of the most robust and accuracy
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